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RICS Economic Surveys
Commercial and Construction & Infrastructure Surveys
• Quarterly sentiment surveys tracking changes in conditions in commercial property and construction and
infrastructure surveys. The data can be displayed at the national, local and city levels.
• In Q4 of 2018, the commercial survey covered more than 40 countries globally and generated more than
2600 unique responses. The construction and infrastructure survey covered 12 countries in Asia Pacific and
the Middle East, and received nearly 1000 unique responses.
• The preferred method for measuring sentiment is ‘net balance’ which subtracts the percentage of
contributors who respond negatively to a question away from those who responded positively
• Example:
• What have prices done in your area in the last three months?
• 30% of respondents said rise
• 30% of respondents said no change
• 40% of respondents said fall
• This results in a net balance of -10%
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Construction & Infrastructure activity segmented by geography

North Island demand remains strong

Infrastructure workloads nuanced

Significant differences between activity in the North
Island and South Island.

Although infrastructure workloads are generally
stronger in the North Island, some segments of the
market in the South are seeing firm demand.
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New business on the rise in the North Island

Profit margins contract on South Island

Profits nuanced by geography

Pipeline of workloads vary significantly by geography,
and firms in the South Island are reporting a sharp
deterioration in profit margins.

Given the lighter expected workloads, profit margins
in firms in the South Island are expected to continue
to deteriorate.
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Cost inflation not seen dampening North Island margins

Cost seen increasing rapidly in 2019

Outlook for margins nuanced

Although pipeline of work is strong, costs are
expected to increase rapidly over the next twelve
months.

North Island construction firms are expected to see
some of the quickest margin expansions globally (in
net balance terms).
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South Island respondents reporting lack of demand

Constraints nuanced

More credit constraints in South

Shortages and regulation affecting North Island firms,
while lack of demand and financial constraints
holding back activity in the South Island.

Credit conditions skewed towards a deterioration
from respondents on the South Island.
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Skills remain in high demand

Shortages significantly affecting NZ

Mostly felt in North Island

A greater share of respondents in New Zealand are
highlighting shortages as a drag than anywhere else
in Asia Pacific or the Middle East.

The supply of quantity surveyors/commercial
managers, project managers, construction managers
and carpenters/joiners particularly in demand.
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For more information see:

www.rics.org/economics
Or contact:
Sean Ellison, Senior Economist APAC
Email: sellison@rics.org
Michelle Manley, Country Manager NZ
Email: mmanley@rics.org
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